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Ephesians 4:12  (NKJV)  for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the 
body of Christ, ….v14)  that we should no longer be children, tossed to and fro and carried about with 
every wind of doctrine, by the trickery of men, in the cunning craftiness of deceitful plotting,  
----- 
2 Cor 2:11 (NKJV)  lest Satan should take advantage of us; for we are not ignorant of his devices.  
 
• Have you ever felt like you run into a spiritual ambush? Maybe it was at work, with a co-worker; or 

maybe it was with a so called friend at church. 
• Have you ever needed help in navigating a delicate situation?  
• Have you ever been on a course of action knowing there were land mines, booby traps out there 

but you didn’t know where they were?  
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could see into the spirit realm and you were equipped with instant 
navigational abilities? I think about infrared security systems at museums. You’ve seen in the movies 
how a thief breaks into a museum at night and then uses special goggles to see the beams of lights in 
a maze and he has to maneuver through the maze to prevent tripping alarms. 
 
Well, my mind goes back a few years when I was pastoring a small family church. 
It was time to start morning worship and several teenage boys were outside seemingly horsing 
around. I came to the door and yelled, ‘Hey. Get in here. What are you guys doing’?   They said, 
‘Pastor, we are just watching this bird fly to and from her nest in this bush’. 
I thought to myself, what dumb bird would build a nest in a low bush in a neighborhood infested with 
cats. I said, don’t bother it.  They said, we won’t.  
And then they said, even if we wanted to, we can’t. We can’t get to it because it’s in a thorn bush.   
 
And so, I came out and watched this bird for a few minutes.  The nest was nested in the middle of the 
thorn bush. It was impossible for a cat and impossible for a person to penetrate the bush due to all the 
thorns.  Yet this bird flew to and from this nest flawlessly, without slowing down.  Its navigational skills 
were natural.  Her home was safe and it didn’t matter how many cats were in the neighborhood. 
 
And considering the world in which we live, I thought, now that would be great if God equipped up with 
such skills.  There would have been some career moves I could have avoided, some people and 
relationships on the job, in the community or ministry I could have avoided. There are some financial 
decisions I would have avoided had I had such skills. 
Well, we do have something similar.  It is not 100%; reliable; but it’s by design. In other words, there 
are some situations God allows in our life to grow us, to test us, and use us for a greater purpose. 
That is another sermon for another day.  But back to our subject at hand, the bible says that we 
should not be ignorant of Satan’s devices that he uses to trip and ensnare us. We should have a 
spiritual discernment to see them; to know right from wrong; to know when to zig and when to zag. 
Unlike the bird, we are not automatically equipped with this gift; instead, we are given the opportunity 
to develop it. And needless to say, some folks develop it more than others. 
 
Discernment is defined as the quality of being able to grasp and comprehend what is obscure; it’s an 
act of perceiving something. It is the power to see what is not evident to the average mind.  It’s the 
ability to tell the difference between truth and error. As it relates to spiritual things, the bible says that 
Satan has blinded the minds of unbelievers (2 Corinthians 4:4). Unbelievers may have earthly 
wisdom. But Godly wisdom if far greater and it is impossible to attain such wisdom without God. And it 
starts with having a relationship with God through faith in Jesus Christ. 
We then increase in our discernment for Christian living / navigation as we draw closer unto God 
through worship, prayer, private and public study of his word, life experiences and fellowship. 
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